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Germans flock to 
shops, Merkel calls 
for vigilance
April 21, 2022

Germans returned to the shops on Monday, 
craving retail therapy after a month of 
lockdown, but Chancellor Angela Merkel 
was worried that they could increase 
coronavirus infections again just as the 
number of new cases had started to slow.
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7-2. telling officials                                                                                                             
7-3. and that everyone                                                                                               

[Vocabulary]
◻lockdown: an emergency measure or condition in which people are temporarily 
prevented from entering or leaving a restricted area or building (such as a school) during a 
threat of danger
・But the coronavirus pandemic and the challenging times facing those in lockdown have 

brought to mind among some green thumbs the victory gardens of World War II.
◻sq＝square; sq is used as a written abbreviation for square when you are giving the 

measurement of an area. 
・The building provides about 25,500 sq ft of air-conditioned offices.

◻dealer: a person or company that buys and sells a particular product  
・"a used-car dealer”

・"one of the largest New York art dealers"

◻agreement: an arrangement or decision about what to do, made by two or more people, 
groups, or organizations
・Our agreement was that you would pay by the first of the month.

・Check the terms of your lease agreement.

◻retailer: a person or company that sells goods directly to the public for their own use
・This supermarket is one of Japan's most successful retailers. 

・Furniture and carpet retailers are among those reporting the sharpest annual decline in 

sales.
◻reliant on: depending on someone or something
・We’ve become completely reliant on our car since we moved out of the city.

・The party is still heavily reliant on a few wealthy supporters.

◻domestic demand: Aggregate spending in an economy that includes imports but not 
exports  
・The slowdown in domestic demand was offset by an increase in exports. 

◻final exam: an examination administered at the end of an academic term
◻partial: not complete
・"a partial refund"

・This will be only a partial solution.

◻observe: to accept and obey something such as a rule or an agreement
・Please observe safety precautions fully. 

・Rebel forces say they will no longer observe the peace agreement.

◻social distancing: a set of non-pharmaceutical interventions or measures taken to prevent 
the spread of a contagious disease by maintaining a physical distance between people and 
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reducing the number of times people come into close contact with each other.It involves 
keeping a distance of six feet (2 meters) from others and avoiding gathering together in 
large groups.
・San Francisco issued recommendations for social distancing on Friday, advising 

residents to stay home as much as possible and avoid congregating in large groups.
◻chancellor: the leader of the government in some countries, for example Germany and 
Austria 
◻Angela Merkel: (1954-) chancellor of Germany (2005–  )
◻threat: a situation or an activity that could cause harm or danger 
・The dispute poses a direct threat to peace.

・Officials were confident there had been no threat to public health.

◻infection: the process of becoming infected with a disease; an incident in which an 
infectious disease is transmitted  
・The doctor used new medicine to prevent the infection from spreading. 

・Exactly which bacteria cause the infection is still unknown.

◻vigilant: watching a person or situation very carefully so that you will notice any 
problems or signs of danger 
・He warned the public to be vigilant and report anything suspicious.

・All but one of these letter bombs had been intercepted by vigilant post office staff.

◻disciplined: well organized and following rules or standards
・”the team’s disciplined approach"

・"a disciplined mind"

[参照辞書: Merriam-Webster, Oxford English Dictionary, America Heritage of the English 

language, Collins English Dictionary, Macmillan Dictionary, the Free Dictionary, Wikipedia]
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